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The unresolved conflicts from Georgia, the Republic of
Moldova and Ukraine. A common EaP and EU vision for

reconciliation and confidence-building across the region

The project aims at developing best practices and
policy advice for reconciliation and confidence-
building among countries, communities and civil
societies divided by conflicts in the EaP region.

Together with our partners, Promo-LEX (Republic of
Moldova), EI LAT (Georgia), UIIP (Ukraine), we aim to
make a substantial contribution to the creation and
consolidation of a body of experts to objectively
analyze conflicts and unresolved territories in the
Republic of Moldova, Georgia and Ukraine.
Furthermore, representatives of civil society from
Armenia and Azerbaijan will participate, as observers,
so that the project’s final results will contribute to the
expansion of conflict resolution studies.

The platform thus created will bring together an
international network of researchers and CSO activists
from Eastern Partnership and European Union
countries, which will cooperate in addressing topics
that will cover various aspects of these conflicts,
aiming to develop best practices and policy advice for
reconciliation and confidence-building across the
region.

Our project aims to analyze the territorial conflicts in
the Republic of Moldova, Georgia and Ukraine,
highlighting how these affect the whole regional
security.
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Romanian MFA does not recognize so-called
"presidential elections" in South Ossetia Georgia
 
The Romanian Ministry of Foreign Affairs does not
recognize and consider illegitimate the so-called
"presidential elections" held on the territory of the
Tskhinvali / South Ossetia region of Georgia, on April
10, 2022, it is shown in a press release.
 
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs reaffirms Romania's
leading position on support for the peaceful settlement
of protracted conflicts in Georgia, while respecting
Georgia's sovereignty and territorial integrity within
its internationally recognized borders.
 

Romanian MFA doesRomanian MFA doesRomanian MFA does
not recognize so-not recognize so-not recognize so-
called "presidentialcalled "presidentialcalled "presidential
elections" in Southelections" in Southelections" in South
Ossetia GeorgiaOssetia GeorgiaOssetia Georgia

Meeting of the AmbassadorMeeting of the AmbassadorMeeting of the Ambassador
of Georgia with the Specialof Georgia with the Specialof Georgia with the Special
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CiO for the South CaucasusCiO for the South CaucasusCiO for the South Caucasus
Meeting of the Ambassador of Georgia with the Special
Representative of the OSCE CiO for the South Caucasus
 
On April 20, 2022 the Ambassador of Georgia Mr.
Nikoloz Nikolozishvili, held a meeting with the
Ambassador Viorel Moșanu, Special Representative of
the OSCE CiO for the South Caucasus.
 
Ambassadors shared views regarding Russia’s illegal
occupation of Abkhazia and Tskhinvali regions of
Georgia, as well as the ongoing unjustified military
aggression in Ukraine.
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The recent incidents in the Transnistrian region of the
Republic of Moldova are detrimental to the security and
stability of the Republic of Moldova, EU High
Representative Josep Borrell said.
 
“The European Union calls on the responsible actors to
avoid the destabilisation of the situation. We strongly
welcome the restrained reactions from the authorities of
the Republic of Moldova, which help maintain calm in the
country,” said Borrell.
 
He added that the EU stands in solidarity with Moldova
and reiterates its unwavering support to the sovereignty
and territorial integrity of the Republic of Moldova within
its internationally recognised borders and with a special
status for the Transnistrian region. Borrell also reminded
that the EU is providing comprehensive aid to Moldova to
address the immediate challenges of the refugee inflow,
and has stepped up its medium-term support to
strengthen the country’s overall resilience.
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of the OSCE Chairmanshipof the OSCE Chairmanshipof the OSCE Chairmanship

movement in the east, ensuring permanent access of
farmers on agricultural lands in Dubasari district, the
improvement of the human rights situation in the
Transnistrian region, the proper functioning of
educational institutions with teaching in Romanian,
etc.

The situation was discussed in the interaction formats
at the level of political representatives and sectoral
working groups, and it was encouraged to maintain a
constructive and productive dialogue within them in
order to generate technical and viable solutions to the
current issues on the agenda.
 
He agreed on the need for continuous coordination of
positions and actions on various issues related to the
Transnistrian issue.
 

 
On April 29, OSCE Special Representative for the OSCE
Chairperson for the Transnistrian Settlement Process
Thomas Mayr-Harting and OSCE President-in-Office
Special Envoy Artur Dmochowski met with Deputy Prime
Minister Oleg Serebrian during a working visit to
Moldova.
 
The officials reviewed the latest developments on the
Transnistrian issue, the current situation in the region and
in the Security Zone, the dynamics of the dialogue between
Chisinau and Tiraspol and the most current issues that
require increased attention.
 
The Deputy Prime Minister for Reintegration drew
attention to some issues that require a mobilization of joint
efforts to overcome them, such as evacuating the
infrastructure of unauthorized checkpoints in the Security
Zone, removing excessive restrictions on free 

https://www.eeas.europa.eu/eeas/moldova-statement-high-representative-josep-borrell-recent-security-incidents-transnistrian_en?fbclid=IwAR0_u8a8R3F6lk4xKvkI9Uikm_HGHmXJHkenem5DSjy4qufThcqwHoiGj3g
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/commissioners/2019-2024/borrell-fontelles_en
https://gov.md/ro/content/intrevederea-vicepremierului-pentru-reintegrare-cu-reprezentantii-presedintiei-exercitiu?fbclid=IwAR1UfiVasb_lFANn1kX7jm9mMImd266fV6r-D7asYwCzxg3KHifQRbgfDTI


Georgian Prime Minister Irakli GaribashviliGeorgian Prime Minister Irakli GaribashviliGeorgian Prime Minister Irakli Garibashvili
met Toivo Klaarmet Toivo Klaarmet Toivo Klaar
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On April 28, Georgian Prime Minister Irakli
Garibashvili met with Toivo Klaar, Co-Chair of the
Geneva International Discussions and European
Union Special Representative for the South
Caucasus and the Crisis in Georgia, in Tbilisi to
discuss the ongoing conflict in Ukraine, Russian
occupation of two regions of Georgia, and the
security environment and challenges in the South
Caucasus region.
 
Garibashvili stated that his government stood
"firmly with" the international community in the
ongoing conflict in Ukraine, continuing to give
political and practical assistance to the country in
bilateral and multilateral forums.
 
The two leaders also discussed the state's
comprehensive plan for de-occupation of Georgian
lands and a peaceful resolution of the conflict. The
"critical" function of EU assistance.

 
According to the Georgian Government
Administration, the head of the Georgian
Government congratulated the EU Special
Representative for his efforts in the process of
peaceful conflict resolution and reiterated the
government's commitment to a peaceful conclusion.
 
The officials stressed the importance of achieving
"effective, tangible" results in the Geneva
International Discussions format, as well as the
need to restart meetings of the Gali Incident
Prevention and Response Mechanism, a platform
that facilitates talks between Georgian state
agencies and de facto authorities in the occupied
northwestern Abkhazia region.

https://agenda.ge/en/news/2022/1492


Nadija Afanasieva:Nadija Afanasieva:Nadija Afanasieva:
Working together to buildWorking together to buildWorking together to build
a strong and securea strong and securea strong and secure
UkraineUkraineUkraine

She has also noted that "neither Ukraine nor the EU
were ready for such a cruel and full-scale invasion", but
recognizing the necessity of quick action from
politicians, diplomats, military forces, volunteers, and
civic society put Ukraine on the right track to victory.
"The need for support is still enormous, but the
motivation grows stronger every day."
 
On the same note, the expert agrees that Ukraine is fully
aware of the volume and homework they need to do to
join the EU. "There was never any fast-track procedure
for EU membership, but the situation of Ukraine is
exceptional, and probably it is time to rethink the
procedure."

In an article for the European Economic and Social
Committee, Nadija Afanasieva, director of the Ukrainian
Institute for International Politics, Kyiv, Ukraine, has
highlighted the critical role civil society had to play in
boosting Ukrainians' trust towards the European Union.
With the Russian aggression in Ukraine, support for EU
membership in the country has risen from 68% in
February 2022 to 91% in March.
 
"This massive backing is a reaction to what EU civil
society has been doing to help. It mobilized immediately
and pushed EU governments to make rapid decisions.
The role of volunteers, who have been working from the
first hours of the invasion, has been enormous. Their
superpower is that they can find quick solutions to any
problem, from ammunition and drones to medicines
and clothes for refugees" Nadija Afanasieva mentioned.
 

Nadija Afanasieva andNadija Afanasieva andNadija Afanasieva and
Angela Gramada about theAngela Gramada about theAngela Gramada about the
situation in Ukrainesituation in Ukrainesituation in Ukraine
On April 9, Angela Grămadă, President of Experts for
Security and Global Affairs Association, and Nadija
Afanasieva, Director of the Ukrainian Institute for
International Politics were invited to the ”Probleme la
Mansardă” podcast,  to talk about the situation in
Ukraine. 

Nadija Afanasieva recalled her experience of living in
Kyiv under siege, and the days spent there being
mentally and emotionally grave. 

Angela Grămadă highlighted the project ESGA and its
partners are currently working on that aims to make a
substantial contribution to the creation and
consolidation of a body of experts to objectively analyze
conflicts and unresolved territories in the Republic of
Moldova, Georgia and Ukraine.

https://www.eesc.europa.eu/en/news-media/eesc-info/062022/articles/98945?fbclid=IwAR35QZiDySWCtvzDs1EJJXTlJRxFA8qQ87Pom6YjNWaGRpb2S5bg_NaZ3tY
https://www.guerrillaradio.ro/podcasturi/probleme-la-mansarda-plm-sambata-09-04-2022/


CoE Committee ofCoE Committee ofCoE Committee of
Ministers Decision onMinisters Decision onMinisters Decision on
Conflict in GeorgiaConflict in GeorgiaConflict in Georgia
The Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe
(CoE) stated on May 4 that Russia “continues to
impede the peaceful conflict resolution process and to
undermine the security and stability in the wider
region.” In this regard, the Committee emphasized
Russia's continued military presence in occupied
Abkhazia and the Tskhinvali Region/South Ossetia,
"enhanced military exercises and infrastructural
reinforcements," and the implementation of accords
on alliance or integration with Sokhumi and
Tskhinvali.
 
According to the Committee, none of the "illegal
measures by the Russian Federation aiming at altering
the status of Georgian territories" have any legal
standing. The Court also called the recent
"presidential elections" in Tskhinvali and
"parliamentary elections" in Abkhazia fraudulent.

The Council of Europe (CoE) published the
Secretary General's 25th consolidated report on
the conflict in Georgia, which examined the
security and human rights situation in Russian-
occupied Abkhazia and Tskhinvali Region/South
Ossetia from October 2021 to March 2022.
 
According to the paper, concerns about the
human rights situation in the occupied territories
continued over the reporting period, including
the rights to life, freedom of movement, property,
and education in the local language, among
others.
 
According to the report, the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), the United
Nations Development Programme (UNDP), the
World Health Organization (WHO), and the
International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC)
continued to engage with the most vulnerable
segments of the Abkhaz population, including by
providing financial and food assistance.
 
Per the report, the Georgian government offered
help to residents of South Ossetia/Tskhinvali, but
the Kremlin-backed authorities rejected the offer.

CoE Issues 25th ReportCoE Issues 25th ReportCoE Issues 25th Report
on Conflict in Georgiaon Conflict in Georgiaon Conflict in Georgia
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https://search.coe.int/cm/pages/result_details.aspx?objectid=0900001680a66550&fbclid=IwAR03YqOyAwYBGreTT807g99rI8bv_DWXLo8agbxL9b8k59f353HgeZHYTlg
https://rm.coe.int/CoERMPublicCommonSearchServices/DisplayDCTMContent?documentId=0900001680a6116d


Change of attitude andChange of attitude andChange of attitude and
approach to regionalapproach to regionalapproach to regional
integration amongintegration amongintegration among
UkrainiansUkrainiansUkrainians
Nadija Afanasieva, Director of the Ukrainian Institute of
International Politics, and Angela Gramada, President
of the Association of Experts for Security and Global
Affairs, were Razvan Munteanu's guests on the TV Show
"Check Media", B1TV. 

The show addressed several topics, including Russian
aggression in Ukraine, propaganda tools, and the
attitude of Ukrainians towards regional integration
processes. 

Nadija Afanasieva explained to the Romanian public
what the situation is in Ukraine and how citizens are
organized to deal with security risks. She also explained
what kind of assistance is needed for Ukraine to
continue fighting for its territorial integrity and what
concessions Kyiv will not accept.

 

UK wants to includeUK wants to includeUK wants to include
Ukraine in ‘EuropeanUkraine in ‘EuropeanUkraine in ‘European
Commonwealth’Commonwealth’Commonwealth’
Corriere della Sera offers a broad perspective on the
rearrangement of European and even global geopolitics
- European Commonwealth - and the role the UK Prime
Minister plays in reconfiguring the balance of power.
 
British Prime Minister Boris Johnson is trying to create
a new bloc of European nations that would bring
together Ukraine, much of Eastern Europe, and Turkiye
at a later stage, according to Italian media.
 
In short, the Downing Street Bureau proposes the
establishment of a European Community that promotes
economic relations (the liberal economy would lead the
mechanisms of cooperation) and prosperity among its
members and a firm stance on Russian interests in
Europe.

This Commonwealth would integrate Ukraine, Poland,
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, and later Turkey. The
countries in the new bloc would be united by their
“diffidence towards Brussels” and criticism of
Germany’s excessively timid response to the Russian
aggression in Ukraine, the report suggested. Britain
would be the leader of the new eurosceptic and anti-
Russian alliance.
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South Ossetia to holdSouth Ossetia to holdSouth Ossetia to hold
Russian annexationRussian annexationRussian annexation
referendum on July 17referendum on July 17referendum on July 17
Outgoing South Ossetian leader Anatoly Bibilov has
signed a decree to hold referendum on “joining” Russia
on July 17. The action was approved by the occupied
region's "supreme court."

“We did it,” joyous leader of Georgia’s Russian-held
province wrote in his Telegram channel. 

“We have taken a momentous step – we are going home,
we are going to Russia.”

Bibilov, a deeply unpopular local leader, pledged to seek
Russia’s annexation of the region just days before the
first round of sham presidential vote of April 10.

Russia’s TASS news agency  cited Kremlin’s
spokesperson Dmitry Peskov as saying that Moscow
currently is pursuing no works over the South Ossetian
annexation. 

Peskov reportedly said the referendum on the
annexation in Tskhinvali Region/South Ossetia, slated
for July 17 by outgoing leader Anatoly Bibilov, “is really a
reflection of the general mood and attitude of the
residents of the republic, and the previous head of this
republic.”

Meetings between Abkhazian and Georgian
representatives on neutral territory, even those
organized by international organizations, would be
prohibited, according to the so-called Abkhazian
Foreign Minister Inal Ardzinba, since they are 'in the
interest of Georgia.'
 
Ardzinba made the comment during a meeting on April
8 with Abkhazian government officials and
representatives from international organizations such
as the Red Cross, the United Nations Agriculture
Organization, and World Vision, among others. 

‘The tense international agenda forces us to work more
carefully checking the motives of our partners, even if
their activities are exclusively related to a humanitarian
mission’, the 'Foreign Ministe' said. 
 
‘On the territory of Abkhazia’, he added. ‘It is
permissible to implement only humanitarian projects.’
 
Projects which include joint participation between
Georgians and Abkhazians, he claimed, were a part of
Georgia’s ‘engagement without recognition’ strategy,
which specifically targets Abkhazian youth through joint
cultural, athletic, and educational events.
 
Finally, the restriction is 'essential' to prevent Georgia
from gaining control over Abkhazia, according to the
so-called Foreign Minister.

Abkhazia to ban all initiativesAbkhazia to ban all initiativesAbkhazia to ban all initiatives
that include meetings betweenthat include meetings betweenthat include meetings between
Georgians and AbkhaziansGeorgians and AbkhaziansGeorgians and Abkhazians
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European Council, 30-31European Council, 30-31European Council, 30-31
May 2022. Main resultsMay 2022. Main resultsMay 2022. Main results

The European Council adopted conclusions on Ukraine,
food security, security and defence and energy. On the
first day of the summits during the discussion on
Ukraine, EU leaders were joined by Ukraine's President,
Volodymyr Zelenskyy, via video conference. On the
second day of the summit, they were joined by
Chairperson of the African Union, Macky Sall, via video
conference during the discussion on food security.

Main results:
EU leaders urged Russia to immediately stop its
indiscriminate attacks against civilians and civilian
infrastructure, and to withdraw,  immediately and
unconditionally, all its troops and military equipment
from the entire territory of Ukraine within its
internationally recognised borders.

Leaders stressed that international humanitarian law,
including the Geneva Convention relative to the
treatment of prisoners of war, should be fully respected.

They also called on Russia to allow:
- immediate humanitarian access and the safe passage
of all civilians concerned;
- the safe return of Ukrainian individuals forcibly
removed to Russia.

The European Council commended all those helping to
gather evidence and to investigate war crimes, and
expressed its support for the work of the Prosecutor of
the International Criminal Court and of Ukraine’s
Prosecutor General, assisted by the EU and its member
states. EU heads of state and government welcomed the
establishment of a joint investigation team coordinated
by Eurojust and the ongoing operational support
provided by Europol.

During the formal meeting of the European Council,
President Klaus Iohannis expressed his concern about
the developments in the war in Ukraine, pointing out
that the risks in the extended Black Sea region are
increasing.

Click here for further information

Online Workshop:Online Workshop:Online Workshop:
Perspectives and Levels ofPerspectives and Levels ofPerspectives and Levels of
the Conflict Analysis,the Conflict Analysis,the Conflict Analysis,
Analytical FrameworkAnalytical FrameworkAnalytical Framework

The Association of Experts for Security and Global
Affairs (Romania) and its partners, Promo-LEX
Association (Moldova), European Initiative Liberal
Academy Tbilisi (Georgia) and Ukrainian Institute for
International Politics (Ukraine), organised on May 13,
2022, the first meeting of the experts involved in the
activities dedicated to the implementation of the conflict
analysis methodology in the Black Sea region, as well as
the strengthening and deepening of cooperation
between the project partners. The activity is part of the
“The unresolved conflicts from Georgia, the Republic of
Moldova and Ukraine. A common EaP and EU vision for
reconciliation and confidence-building across the
region” project*.

Thus, the first online workshop activities dedicated to
developing the toolkit focused on four levels of work –
PERSPECTIVES AND LEVELS OF THE CONFLICT
ANALYSIS, ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK / CONTEXT
ANALYSIS, CONFLICT ANALYSIS TOOLS and
PRINCIPLES FOR CONFLICT ANALYSIS.

At the same time, we were glad that from the
discussions and debates, the project team managed to
develop the main areas of analysis and offer the
prospects of deepening cooperation for the
establishment of a Virtual Laboratory for Conflict
Analysis.

We remain firmly engaged in developing this type of
methodology, especially since the state of regional and
continental security requires such approaches in
research and explanation of conflicts.

Moreover, President Iohannis reviewed Romania's
contribution to pro-active support for Ukraine while
urging European leaders to respond positively to
Moldova's, Ukraine's and Georgia's membership
applications.

https://twitter.com/KlausIohannis/status/1531321034028228609
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/meetings/european-council/2022/05/30-31/
https://www.presidency.ro/ro/media/participarea-presedintelui-romaniei-klaus-iohannis-la-reuniunea-extraordinara-a-consiliului-european-din-30-31-mai-20221654009820
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Ruling Party ChairRuling Party ChairRuling Party Chair
Defends Georgia’sDefends Georgia’sDefends Georgia’s
Absence at G7Absence at G7Absence at G7
Ruling Georgian Dream party chairperson Irakli
Kobakhidze justified the country's absence from a recent
G7 summit in Germany, asserting that anyone angered at
Georgia’s absence from the gathering, to which Ukraine
and Moldova were invited, is “upset that Georgia is not
involved in a military conflict.”
 
“The reason [for non-invitation] is that Georgia’s
condition today is not connected to war, as a result, the
reason is very positive, why we are not attending the G7
meeting — we are not connected to war, in contrast with
Ukraine and Moldova,” MP Kobakhidze told reporters on
May 14.

The ruling party chairman also recalled a statement sent to
the media on May 13 by the German Embassy in Tbilisi,
which assuaged mounting concerns by noting that Ukraine
was invited because it is at war, whereas neighbouring
Moldova has directly benefited from hosting Ukrainian
refugees.
 
On May 12-14, G7 Foreign Ministers met in Weissenhaus,
northern Germany, with Ukrainian senior diplomat
Dmytro Kuleba and Moldova's Nicu Popescu in attendance.
 

Romania will interveneRomania will interveneRomania will intervene
in favour of Ukraine atin favour of Ukraine atin favour of Ukraine at
the International Courtthe International Courtthe International Court
of Justice in the trialof Justice in the trialof Justice in the trial
against Russiaagainst Russiaagainst Russia   
The Romanian authorities have approved, at the highest
level, for Romania to formulate a request for
intervention in the proceedings initiated by Ukraine
against the Russian Federation at the International
Court of Justice (ICJ), on February 26, 2022, the MFA
announces.

Romania's request to intervene in the mentioned process
takes place at the express request of the Ukrainian side,
sent by the Ukrainian Foreign Minister Dmytro Kuleba
to the Romanian counterpart Bogdan Aurescu during the
visit that the Ukrainian Minister made to Bucharest, on
April 22, 2022.
 
Romania's decision once again reflects the country's
strong position in favor of capitalizing on instruments
and institutions of international law in support of
maintaining and restoring international peace and
security, as well as the unconditional confidence in the
ICJ's fundamental role as a promoter of international
justice.

https://www.brookings.edu/research/trans-atlantic-scorecard-july-2021/
http://mae.ro/node/58687


"Stolen" children in"Stolen" children in"Stolen" children in
Ukraine, Putin's decreeUkraine, Putin's decreeUkraine, Putin's decree
authorizing adoptionauthorizing adoptionauthorizing adoption
The journalist Federico Fubini presents in detail in an
editorial signed for Corriere Della Sera the plan of the
Russian Federation to create a "colony" in the territories
occupied following the military aggression in Ukraine.

Vladimir Putin signed a decree by which Ukrainian
children in the self-proclaimed Donetsk, in the
Zaporizhzhya and Kherson regions, are subject to a
policy of immediate Russification, their destinies being
inextricably linked to Russia.

Thus, according to Fubini, Vladimir Putin manages to
bring to today's political and social reality the basic
perception of the conquest wars of the 1930s: the
subjugation of humanity.

Ion Manole: The TiraspolIon Manole: The TiraspolIon Manole: The Tiraspol
regime is blackmailing theregime is blackmailing theregime is blackmailing the
Republic of MoldovaRepublic of MoldovaRepublic of Moldova
The Tiraspol regime has been blackmailing Chisinau for
30 years through military threats, human rights
violations, kidnapping, and our behavior is shaped by
this blackmail, says expert Ion Manole, executive
director of Promo-LEX, an organization that has been
monitoring democratic processes for many years.
promotes respect for human rights, including in the
Transnistrian region.

Referring to the restriction of freedom of movement
in the region, by strengthening the checkpoints, on
the grounds of the Transnistrian Red Code, Ion
Manole says that this action comes to strengthen the
Tiraspol regime: "Any undemocratic regime feels good
when the population has less freedom of movement. We
know that in the USSR the borders were closed and
permission to leave the Soviet "camp" required a very
complicated and difficult procedure for each of us.
Now, the Tiraspol regime also wants people to move as
little as possible, especially from Chisinau, or from
Kyiv to the Transnistrian region, because people in the
region, by communicating, can understand and find a
different opinion than the one they are talking about.
it is presented to them by the regime and propaganda. "

At the same time, the director of Promo-LEX pointed
out that Moscow is the one that violates the status of
neutrality, and the Russian army is illegally on the
territory of the Republic of Moldova. "It is the Russian
Federation that violates the neutrality status of the
Republic of Moldova in various respects and avoids
respecting its commitments to evacuate these troops
from the territory of the Republic of Moldova,
including the ammunition from Cobasna. So the
Russian Federation is violating this status of neutrality
and no one else. ”
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